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For the past year, our product team has
been developing FIFA, while listening to
feedback from fans and players around the
world on how the game should change in
the future. In January we started looking
into the player feedback again and the
HyperMotion technology was one of the
key concepts we decided to integrate.
Players also told us that they are craving
for more control on the ball and that the
handling model must adapt to their desires
for quicker, accurate passing and dribbling.
We are introducing a new ball physics
model. The ball handle turns into two
different types of ball handling: Natural and
Precision. Natural ball handling is our
heritage, but it also enables players to play
a more controlled, static game. Precision
ball handling is designed for dribbling. We
focused on player input, making them
easier to control, including creating the
need to quickly step on the ball as well as
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speeding up the dribbling action. We
created new natural ball control
animations. Precision ball handling will also
require players to adapt their tactics. If you
don’t want to step on the ball, it will be
much more difficult to make a precise pass
or dribble in the game. You will have to
switch the pass around much faster and be
more aware of your surroundings. For
example, if you want to pass into the open
area, make sure to check the open space
for enemies, first. In addition, we
introduced new situational control. Teams
can now be more tricky and aggressive on
the pitch. They can block balls and steal
them, while also being harder to control
the ball to open up lines. New situational
controls are consistent with the tactical
direction we have been taking with the
Champions League and Italian Serie A
experiences. What about Team Skills? One
of the biggest criticisms we heard from
fans was that skilled players were unable
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to use their skills effectively. In FIFA 20, we
introduced the “best of” skill and it allowed
players to be more effective in certain
situations. In FIFA 22 we added new
contextual player skills that react in realtime to the situation you are in and the
player around you. This allows for more
tactical variability when you play in the
final third of the pitch. We also changed
goalkeeper reactions. In FIFA 20, players
had to poke the ball out to the goalkeeper
to collect a goal kick. In FIFA 22, this is no
longer the case. All goal kicks will be
routine and they will automatically come to
the
Features Key:
Feel the rush of competition as only the best players compete
Make the kind of performance-fuelled decisions that determine which teams play
for glory.
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Vital Stats Own the virtual pitch with FIFA's
most complete gameplay and authentic
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gameplay experience. Your FIFA 22-valid
license will allow you to play with and
against the world's top 100 leagues as well
as amateur or exhibition, or community
teams. Enjoy a seamless and instant FIFA
experience, without the wait for downloads
or patches, seamlessly and instantly
connecting you to every tournament
without the need for additional hardware.
New innovations and gameplay mechanics
mean greater authenticity and a deeper,
more immersive game experience, and a
new FIFA world tour mode is the ultimate
test of your soccer skills. You may also like:
FIFA Ultimate Team: Battles arrive in 2019,
see all the content and card packs
revealed. 24/7 Connection Always connect
and play wherever you are, thanks to EA's
new connectivity solution powered by
OptiPlay™, which allows you to seamlessly
play on any device, or on FIFA.com, without
the need for any additional hardware. New
customisable player models Create the
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perfect player model in FIFA Ultimate Team
with the biggest and most comprehensive
collection of player and club content at
launch. New photo mode Get a taste of
your own unique football perfection with a
brand-new photo mode, featuring photorealistic animations, styles and shots. New
social features Chat online with your
friends, watch as they play on FIFA.com
and get the latest football news on the EA
SPORTS Football Club app. Check the FIFA
Ultimate Team roster! Welcome the new
FIFA ULTIMATE TEAM! Presented in
stunning 4K, each FIFA ULTIMATE TEAM
card brings a star player to your side.
*Learn more about the FIFA ULTIMATE
TEAM New features - Ultimate Team The
new FIFA ULTIMATE TEAM gives you the
power to create the ultimate team and
piece together your ideal squad with over
20,000 FUT players. Need a striker? Just
turn up the pressure or play long ball and
watch your attackers swarm in to score.
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Want to create a world-class midfield,
simply pull up their stats and watch them
perform in fine-tune FIFA with the new FUT
cards. Become a keeper of the new FIFA
ULTIMATE TEAM. With every save you
make in FIFA, you'll receive XP and coins to
spend in the FIFA ULTIMATE TEAM market.
New features - Ultimate Team bc9d6d6daa
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Customise your FIFA Ultimate Team roster
by purchasing in-game items from your
favourite football clubs, or create and
share your own team using the new
Ultimate Team coin items. Squad up for
battles against other players online, and
train your players using new gameplay
features. LIVE ONLINE MATCHES –
MULTIPLAYER CAMPAIGNS – Online
multiplayer allows you to play against your
friends and rivals from around the world.
Team up with friends and challenge them
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to an online match, or play single player to
train or show off your new skills. WORKING
WITH FIFA – FIFA 22 is the first FIFA title to
work with FIFA on the Xbox One. Use
various new features, including the new
Timing Triad and the ability to set up a
personal assistant to help you hone your
skills. TECHNOLOGIES – FIFA 22 makes full
use of next-generation technologies. The
Transfer Market allows you to buy and sell
players from any team around the world,
and loads of new playing features are at
your disposal. FIFA® 22 is the first FIFA on
Xbox One to take full advantage of nextgeneration technologies. The combination
of technologies such as the powerful Kinect
and innovative cloud computing will
change the way players experience football
in the next generation. Technical
highlights: FIFA ON Xbox One is the first
football title to deliver access to the Xbox
One’s powerful cloud technology with
every purchase. FIFA ON Xbox One is the
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first title in the FIFA franchise to offer a
next-generation Transfer Market. Players
will be able to buy and sell players from
any team around the world, as well as
create and share custom teams via the
new FIFA Ultimate Team. Four player
induction is the first feature of FIFA ON
Xbox One, and will be available on day one.
This is a first for FIFA on any platform. FIFA
ON Xbox One will also be the first football
game to use the latest Kinect sensor. This
technology will allow players to interact
with the game in a new way, as well as
learn new skills with the assistance of an
intelligent personal assistant, the first in
the FIFA franchise. First ever GPU
acceleration technology will be available in
FIFA ON Xbox One allowing players to
enjoy the greatest match experience on all
major platforms. Details: Unprecedented
Interactive Experience – Players will be
able to carry their national team in the
game for the first time ever, as well as
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earn bonus coins for their club
What's new in Fifa 22:
EA SPORTS UPDATES
Creative players – We’ve made hundreds of
improvements to the user experience when
interacting with each great FIFA 22 player. Whether
you’re talking to your teammates and the
commentators, winning or losing a round of Online
Seasons, or picking out a kit, we’ve put time and
effort into making everything bigger and brighter in
FIFA 22 with the Creative stuff. These assets are now
more robust, so that you can see your favourite
players and kits on the pitch, and your whole world is
highlighted by a new dynamic shading system. You’ll
also be able to view customisable content on the pitch
such as goalposts and advertising before you begin a
match – so that you’ll never end up with duplicate
playable content.
Head to head Challenge – Defeat the EA SPORTS FIFA
22 heads up Challenge leaderboard by competing
against your friends for bragging rights and bragging
rights.
We’ve improved connection speeds for all match
types and modes in FIFA Ultimate Team. If your
connection is sluggish when playing Ultimate Teams,
you’ll now be able to play faster-paced and more fluid
matches with improved menus.
FIFA Ultimate Team Tournaments – The draft format
for FIFA Ultimate Team tournaments has undergone a
few iterations, with improvements in community
interaction with inclusive, diverse match results. The
best part is that you won’t need to worry about
keeping up with the new draft format. You can now
auto-update from FIFA Ultimate Team draft leagues,
keeping you up to date to see what new content could
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be coming your way.
Clean sweep and Tackle volume has been increased,
making it harder to score a 90 or 1v1 goal in FIFA
Ultimate Team.
FIFA Ultimate Team Camera work has been improved
in the new Canada 2015 World Cup. The camera for
the penalty shootout simulation has been significantly
enhanced.
We’ve made improvements to a few editing features
for the Online Seasons match and managed to enable
private mode for Online Seasons for FIFA Ultimate
Team. No longer are you limited to editing only your
current champion in these three FIFA Ultimate Team
modes. Now they’ll be accessible in any mode, so you
can make changes to all of them.
New featured body types added to Create a Pro, with
a new wide-bodied body available for females –
inspired by Chenoa Francis of
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- FIFA is the one and only
authentic football experience.
Built from the game ball up,
every aspect of FIFA, from
gameplay to commentary, is
both powerful and intuitive. We
ensure FIFA is always on the
edge of your seat, no matter
what, wherever you are and how
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many opponents you're playing.
By developing a technology
known as Infinite Intelligence
and tuning it to every nuance of
football, we let you enjoy the
sport like never before. - The
FIFA series delivers dramatic,
authentic and beautifullyrealised football experiences.
FIFA is football, pure and
simple. It is played by millions of
people all over the world. More
than 70 languages are spoken
by the players and fans and we
have heard them all on FIFA
over the years. From tribal
sounds in Russia to the Brazilian
shout! Tackle innovation
includes an all-new skills
mechanic, player traits, and a
completely reworked deck of
cards. This year we are putting
much greater emphasis on skill,
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delivering 4 times the amount of
contextual learning than ever
before. New camera control
allows for more navigation and
free-flowing dribbles, while
introducing the ball into the
pockets of the player (and back
out again). Each time the ball
touches the player, they have
the option to apply an opposing
defensive pressure or anticipate
a counter attack. New
techniques such as feinting and
chipping open the opponent and
releasing into space are just the
start. New player traits will add
a deeper personality to each
player, influencing their career
path and the long-term success
of their clubs. New camera
control allows for more
navigation and free-flowing
dribbles, while introducing the
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ball into the pockets of the
player (and back out again).
Each time the ball touches the
player, they have the option to
apply an opposing defensive
pressure or anticipate a counter
attack. New techniques such as
feinting and chipping open the
opponent and releasing into
space are just the start. New
player traits will add a deeper
personality to each player,
influencing their career path and
the long-term success of their
clubs. The FIFA controller is
bundled with the game and
features 10mm high-definitioncompliant thumbsticks,
ergonomic to reduce hand,
wrist, and arm strain, and
designed to mirror the actions of
real footballers. New player
traits will add a deeper
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personality to each player,
influencing their career path and
the long-term success of their
clubs. The FIFA controller is
bundled with the game and
features
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